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MagniLink Vision has been designed for you, to experience on your own terms 
- to encounter a new world of video magnifiers which are one step ahead... 

MagniLink Vision – one step ahead

...in design
With soft edges and a combination of light 
and dark grey colours, MagniLink Vision 
can, at first sight, blend in or stand out. 
A closer inspection reveals that the cords 
have all been concealed. This creates the 
harmonious shape. The use of cast alumi-
nium enhances both the quality and the 
visual impression. 

...in quality
One key factor of MagniLink Vision is 
the high picture quality. The unit offers 
better resolution, brighter colours and 
image sharpness that is one step ahead. 
Our cameras with High Resolution (HR) 
and High Definition (HD) are beyond 
any standard solutions, but they are the 
standard for MagniLink Vision and provide 
full digital image transfer.

...for users
Sit down in front of the unit, and start wor-
king with your MagniLink Vision. Adjust the 
height, select the colour and magnification 
level and enjoy the smooth reading table. 
For an ideal reading position, the reading 
table has a rounded front edge that is com-
fortable to rest your hands on.

MagniLink Vision’s low weight (from 11.8 
kg) facilitated mobility. All controls are 
located under the monitor and are always 
at hand.
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...in individual settings
Our users differ in terms of age, needs 
and visual impairment. MagniLink Vision 
therefore offers unique opportunities with 
the configuration program EUC (End User 
Configuration), in order to modify the key 
features of the reading camera and, when 
applicable, the distance camera. 
 
Users can adjust the magnification, level of 
lighting, colours and reference line to suit 
their needs. This provides optimal flexi-
bility and saves time both for the set up 
and reuse. 

Those who prefer to have control buttons 
on the reading table instead of on the mo-
nitor can order our external control panel, 
free of charge.

Each product is individually tested for 
optimized picture quality. The user can also 
personalize the unit further for any special 
needs. ROPC will adjust colour and contrast 
and minimize flicker or ghosting for every 
situation. Only available for models using 5 
push panel.

Reading Optimized Picture Control 
(ROPC) 

The dynamic picture mode will reduce lighting 
from the unit and is useful for people who are 
light sensitive. It will also be the best choice for 
reading medicine packets, cans, etc.

Dynamic Picture Control
(DPC)

A configuration program that can individually 
modify the settings according to the user. 
The settings are magnification (max + min), 
guiding line (colour + thickness), lighting and 
how many colours to use. 

End User Configuration 
(EUC) 

All lightweight aluminum and plastic items 
are recyclable. Fulfills the requirements of 
RoHS, WEEE, ErP and REACH. LVI Low Vision 
International is also certified according to ISO 
14001. 

ECO friendly
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MagniLink Vision is a module based system and its design has been awarded 
the prestigious Reddot design award. The user can combine features of the 
reading table, camera, monitor and other functions.

MagniLink Vision – the system of possibilities

1. Choose reading camera 
Choose between High 
Resolution (HR) or High 
Definition (HD).

2. Choose monitor size 
Choose between 18. 5”or 
23” in widescreen format.

+ Text To Speech 
Add the Text To Speech 
function for a combined reading 
camera and reading machine.

MagniLink Vision Reading camera MagniLink Vision Text To Speech

3. Choose control panel 
Choose panel with three or five push buttons, or 
two knobs. An optional external control panel is also 
available.
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The system can be expanded with a Text To Speech function, a split function, a 
distance camera and other accessories. MagniLink Vision is the reading camera 
combined with key features for all needs – in all environments.

MagniLink Vision Split

The system can be ordered with or without a 
reading table and monitor. Can be delivered 
also with several types of fittings for both the 
distance camera and monitor.

MagniLink Vision Accessories

+ School or work?
Connect a Split box, a PC/MAC and/or a 
distance camera and the image can be shared 
between these units and the reading camera.

MagniLink Vision – the system of possibilities

MagniLink Vision Text To Speech
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ML Vision läskamera*

Choose your own model: 

 Reading camera 
 HR (high resolution or HD resolution 

 Monitor size 
 18.5” or 23” widescreen

 Control panel 
 2 knob, 3 push or 5 push,  
 alternatively an external control   
 panel with 5 buttons.

Product Reading Monitor Control  Magni- 
code camera size ” panel fication     

MLV-01   HR 18.5 3 push 2.5-50x
MLV-02 HR 18.5 2 knob 2.5-50x
MLV-03 HR 18.5 5 push 2.5-50x
MLV-04 HR 23 3 push 3.0-60x
MLV-05 HR 23 2 knob 3.0-60x
MLV-06 HR 23 5 push 3.0-60x
MLV-07 HD 18.5 3 push 1.7-60x
MLV-08 HD 18.5 2 knob 1.7-60x
MLV-09   HD 18.5 5 push 1.7-60x
MLV-10 HD 23 3 push 2.0-60x
MLV-11 HD 23 2 knob 2.0-60x
MLV-12 HD 23 5 push 2.0-60x
MLVS-13 (TTS) HD 23 5 push 2.0-60x

MagniLink Vision is one of the best reading cameras on the market.
All models offer the following important features:

 Elegant design

   High accessibility

Individual settings

   Excellent ergonomics

        Exceptional picture quality

     Good lighting

MagniLink Vision Reading camera
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MagniLink Vision Text To Speech offers the best of two worlds – a high-quality 
reading camera and Text To Speech function in one and the same product. 
Resulting in increased reading speed, longer reading time and relaxed reading.

With a Text To Speech function connected 
to MagniLink Vision, text can be read aloud  
character by character, word by word, line by 
line or paragraph by paragraph. Speech and 
text are synchronised and the magnification 
level, colours and contrast can be adjusted 
at the same time. Making it easy to actively 
follow the text, but you can also sit back and 
listen to the whole text – using the internal 
speakers or connected earplugs.

colour modes

display modesvolume/speech rate

reading modes

magnification

previous/next 
letter/word/row

... or connect your earplugs.Sit back, relax and have the text read to you...  

Ease of handling – the same control 
buttons for the speech function and 
reading camera. 

Touch screen allows quick toggling 
between the reading camera and  
Text To Speech function. 

Smart Start – ensures that the same text 
is not twice. 

Function for reading of paper placed 
askew or upside down.  

Options to open/save text on USB flash drive.

TOUCH SCREEN 
- just press to listen!

MagniLink Vision Text To SpeechMagniLink Vision Reading camera



Split the screen image between the 
computer (PC/MAC) and the reading/
distance camera. 

Hardware split (1920x1080)

Low initial magni�cation  - 1.7x 
(18.5” screen, HD camera) allows  
maximum orientation.   
 
Unique  Optical Centre Focus  -  
the object in focus will not be  
cropped when changing the ratio.  
 
All functions in one user-friendly  
control box. 

Choose a model without  
reading table.

MagniLink Vision Split o�ers hardware split, which allows you to share one monitor 
between a reading camera, distance camera and computer, either in split screen 
mode or by switching views. The system is perfect for visually impaired people 
who need an ergonomic, high quality aid for long days at work or in school.

MagniLink Vision Split

ML Vision Split Student (two cameras)*

Product  Reading  Distance  Monitor  Reading   
code  camera  camera  size ”  table      

MLVST- 01   HR  SD  18.5  Yes
MLVST-02  HR  SD  23 Yes
MLVST-03  HR  SD  18.5  No
MLVST-04  HR  SD  23 No
MLVST-05  HD  SD  18.5  Yes
MLVST-06  HD  SD  23 Yes
MLVST-07  HD  SD  18.5  No
MLVST-08  HD  SD  23 No
MLVST-09   HR  HD  18.5  Yes
MLVST-10  HR  HD  23 Yes
MLVST-11  HR  HD  18.5  No
MLVST-12  HR  HD  23 No
MLVST-13  HD  HD  18.5  Yes
MLVST-14  HD  HD  23 Yes
MLVST-15  HD  HD  18.5  No
MLVST-16  HD  HD  23 No

Product  Reading  Monitor  Reading   
code  camera  size ”   table

MLVSP- 01 HR  18.5  Yes  
MLVSP-02  HR  23 Yes
MLVSP-03  HR  18.5  No  
MLVSP-04  HR  23 No  
MLVSP-05  HD  18.5  Yes  
MLVSP-06  HD  23 Yes
MLVSP-07  HD  18.5  No  
MLVSP-08  HD  23 No

ML Vision Split (one camera)*

* Monitor arm/stand need to be ordered 
separately, see price list.

MLV_eng_120516

Anaheim, CA 92807
1(800)611-1132
www.aboutlowvision.com

® ABOUT LOW VISION, INC.
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